In grid environment, a job may execute on a node that is geographically far away from its data files. These files are stored in heterogeneous storage systems located at geographically distributed virtual organizations. The current approach includes explicit data file transfers to execution nodes, which forces users to deal with different administrative policies at each site and various data access mechanisms on each storage system. This implies a lot of human interventions in order to develop dedicated programs and scripts for data transfers for job execution. We have developed a framework, called GRAVY, which enables transparent data access between distributed file systems irrespective of their heterogeneity. This feature enables highlevel schedulers integrated with GRAVY to control data placements like computational jobs (i.e., they can be queued, scheduled and monitored). In particular, GRAVY provides reliable and efficient data placement across multiple protocols and has a mechanism for transfer failure recovery without any human interaction.
INTRODUCTION
Modern supercomputer systems via high bandwidth networks have ushered a new era of data intensive sciences. In recent years, the data requirements of both scientific and commercial applications have been growing dramatically in both volume and scale. Today information technology must cope with an everincreasing amount of data generated, which continues to increase rapidly each year, and they are expected to reach the exabyte (1 million terabytes) scale by around 2015 [1] . For example, high energy physics (HEP) experiments are already producing hundred of terabytes of data.
Grids are becoming promising platforms for data storage and execution of data intensive applications in dynamic, multi-institutional virtual organizations coordinated by sharing resources [2] . In grid environment, data management task is crucial for the scheduling and managing of job execution. Data files required by jobs might be located in different geographical distributed systems among the Grids. Therefore, there is a big need for moving large amounts of data around wide area networks for job execution. This process of moving large amounts of data (e.g., hundreds of gigabytes to a few terabytes) appears to be a time consuming and complicated activity for novice grid users, principally scientists who need the power of the Grids to solve problems in their own fields. Why does this seemingly simple task seem so diffcult and require significant technical expertise to realize?
One of the fundamental reason is the existence of many different administrative domains, different storage systems, different middlewares and protocols. This heterogeneity presents an important barrier for data management in grid environment. The contribution of this paper is a novel framework called GRAVY (GRid-enAbled Virtual file sYstem) that allows users to transparently access data in grid environment irrespective of transport protocols.
The next section of the paper describes the problems arising from dealing with movement of large volume of data in grid environment, which lead to the motivation of our work. Following this, we present in section 3 the overall architecture of GRAVY framework and how its components work together through an example of user interaction. Section 4 describes more in detail the components of GRAVY framework. Next, in section 5 we show examples of using GRAVY framework for data management in grid environment, followed by the experimental results in section 6. Then, section 7 outlines related work. Finally, the paper concludes with some final remarks in section 8.
GRID DATA MANAGEMENT CHALLENGE
In grid environment, it is the role of grid schedulers to choose a computing site for job execution. Therefore, the job may execute on a chosen site that is geographically far away from its data files. In such situation, the user is expected to explicitly move the data files to the chosen site before the job
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Autonomic data management system in grid environment starts to run (i.e., stage-in) and copy back the result files to a third-party storage (e.g., user local home storage) after the job is completed (i.e., stage-out). Firstly, this file staging solution is somehow a burden for the user as it supposes the user has to know in advance all of the locations of data files required by the computational job. Indeed, the user doesn't have the knowledge of the server that will be chosen for the computations. Generally, the choice of computational server is done by grid schedulers. Secondly, depending on the specific application, the user has to know how to map command-line arguments (i.e., job namespace) to physical location of data files (i.e., user namespace) for input files and for output files. In particular, the user has to know internal file system organization of the chosen site, which is error-prone.
To complicate matters for users, they have to deal with a heterogeneous grid environment composed of multiple administrative domains. Therefore, data at various sites is accessed through different mechanism including how the data is organized, which transfer protocols are supported, and how the authentication is carried out. Users need to get help from administrators at each site whenever they want to access data at that site.
In the Grids, and on the Internet, files are accessible through a variety of different protocols supported by storage systems. Although GridFTP [3] , which extends FTP has recently been promoted as the standard protocol for data movement in grid environment, heterogeneity is still to reign in this environment. For example, files can be accessible through other protocols, such as HTTP [4] , FTP [5] , SCP/SSH [6] , etc. Each protocol has its own authentication mechanism and proposes its own data interaction style.
The diversity of data interaction styles (e.g., GUI, command-line, APIs) forces users to switch from one interaction style to another for file staging between heterogeneous systems. Some interaction styles, such as GUI and command-line are only intended for manual use or simple scripts. Others, such as APIs or Web-Services, allow file staging to be performed in programs. Due to this diversity, users are obliged to manually transfer files by using different tools supported (e.g., SmartFTP [7] , PuTTY [8]) or writing scripts and programs (e.g., RSL [9] for Globus [10] , JDL [11] for LCG2 [12] ) to perform file staging. The data management task appears too complicated for non-technical users. They may find it difficult and cumbersome to write scripts or programs to perform the data management between different distributed systems. Therefore, there should be a mediating system that provides common interfaces for data management between different data storage systems. This system will not Figure 1 . Architecture of GRAVY framework. The dashed rectangle is the core components of GRAVY. The rectangle below is underlying file systems belonging to multiple administrative domains, or virtual organizations. only liberate users from technical details in data management issues in order to concentrate to their problems in their fields but also limit the internal change of existing applications for data management.
What is needed is a mediating system that has the following features: (i) users are shielded from the heterogeneity of storage systems (i.e., they can invoke file transfers in a simple way, similar to copy command in unix cp -r from a directory in one site to another directory in another site) (ii) transfers can be launched asynchronously since they can take many hours to finish (iii) transfers are guaranteed to succeed in spite of transient failures of the systems and the networks (iv) users can monitor the state of the transfers.
GRAVY FRAMEWORK FOR DATA MANAGEMENT
GRAVY framework is actually a middleware system, whose role is to provide data management functionality on shared storage systems on the Grids. It can be integrated to grid scheduler to perform on-demand file transfers for job execution. GRAVY builds a virtual file system upon underlying file systems and provides a uniform access to them irrespective of its access protocol. GRAVY appears as a general data broker that negotiates with the underlying file systems the availability and exploitation of data. Fig. 1 shows the architecture of GRAVY framework. The GRAVY framework are composed of five major components:
• Data Access Interface (DAI): DAI allows Grid User to be able to remotely interact with GRAVY through variety of supported access protocols including HTTP, FTP, and Web-Services.
• Grid File System (GFS): GFS provides a set of standard APIs to simplify and unify the way in which users handle data from heterogeneous sources. It receives user requests and routes them appropriately to either the access manager or the transfer manager.
• Data Request Broker (DRB): DRB is composed of access manager and transfer manager. DRB consults Namespace Manager to know where to move the data. The access manager is responsible for handling data management and directory operation requests. The transfer manager controls data transfers between remote file systems.
• Namespace Manager (NSM): NSM has two main responsibilities: first, resolve logical file paths to physical file locations, second, provide information about remote file system where data is physically located (e.g., address, protocol name, port number) to DRB. • Wrapper File System Interface (WFSI): DRB interacts with the remote file systems through WFSI. WFSI makes GRAVY framework extensible allowing addition of another protocol as needed. The integration of new protocol in the framework is achieved by the implemention of the corresponding WFSI of that protocol. In the next section, we describe how these components work together through an example of user interaction.
An example of user interaction
We consider a sequence of two user requests: a directory creation (i.e., an access request) and then a file copy (i.e., a transfer request) into this directory. Firstly, user connects to GRAVY through DAI with a request to create a new directory. This request in a specific access protocol (e.g., MKD in FTP) will be translated into a common access request (e.g., mkdir method) of GFS. This request is routed to the access manager. After querying NSM to have information about remote file system, the access manager demands WFSI to create a connection with the appropriate remote file system. After authenticating to the remote file system, the access manager creates the new directory synchronously and sends the result of execution back to the user through DAI.
After knowing that the directory is created successfully, the user sends a request to transfer a file into this directory. Similarly, this transfer request (e.g., STOR in FTP) is translated into a common transfer request (e.g., copyTo method) of GFS and then sent to the transfer manager. Firstly, the transfer manager connects to the remote file system through WFSI and asks for the transfer permission. Then, it performs the transfer asynchronously and informs the transfer status to the user if needed. In case of transfer failure, the transfer manager assumes the responsibility of restarting the failed transfer to assure that the transfer is successfully completed.
DETAILED DESIGN 4.1. Data Access Interface (DAI)
DAI aims to accommodate the way in which users communicate with GRAVY. Supporting multiple protocols, DAI not only allows users to utilize their preferred file transfer protocol to interact with GRAVY but also allows GRAVY to be easily and flexibly deployed according to user needs. For example, HTTP access allows GRAVY to integrate easily into web portals of the Grid. FTP access allows users to utilize popular FTP client tools to communicate with GRAVY. Local access via java programming language APIs and Web-Services access allow GRAVY to integrate into applications and job scheduler for data placement control.
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Besides local access, DAI currently supports three protocols: FTP [5] , HTTP [4] , and Web-Services. The implementation of FTP access is based on [13] . The protocol Web-Services is deployed using WSRF framework implemented in GT4 [14] .
Grid File System (GFS)
GFS represents the virtual file system that decouples logical view of the data from its physical location. Its hierarchical organization consists of GridFile objects corresponding to different remote file systems.
GridFile object
GFS functionality is based on GridFile object, which provides standard protocol-independent interfaces for file operations (e.g., read, write, copy, move, rename). The fundamental purpose of GridFile object is to abstract file operations so that users can manage data in different file systems without being concerned with a particular data access protocol. GridFile object has been designed to provide standard APIs for invoking data access and data transfer requests irrespective of protocols that underlying file systems support.
• GridFile's methods for data access: listFile, delete, getName, getLastModified, getSize, mkdir, renameTo, etc. • GridFile's methods for data transfer: copyTo, asyncCopyTo, moveTo, asyncMoveTo, getInputStream, getOutputStream, etc.
The functionality of the access methods is straightforward. The listFile method is utilized for retrieving all the subdirectories and files present in the directory. The other methods provide basic file system operations. Transfer methods (e.g., copyTo) allow user to instantiate a file transfer while asynchronous transfer methods (e.g., asyncCopyTo) return an instance of GridFileTransfer containing methods (e.g., start, cancel, pause, getProgress, getStatus) for controling and monitoring file transfers. Two methods getInputStream and getOutputStream are designed for file streaming.
Another important aspect of GridFile functionality comes from the desire to virtualize the grid storage space. Administrator of GRAVY framework can create a completely virtual grid storage space for a specific user "owner" depends on his/her right in the system. This virtual grid storage may not necessarily correspond to any physical data locations on remote file systems, such as the grid virtual directory "/virtual" in the following example. root = GridFileSystem.getRoot (owner); root.mkdirs(''/virtual''); remoteFileSystem = [address1, port1, user1, homeDirectory1]; replicaFileSystem = [address2, port2, user2, homeDirectory2]; root.mkdirs(''/project/experiments'')
.mount(owner, remoteFileSystem, replicaFileSystem); In this example, the data movement between the grid virtual directory "/virtual" and the grid directory "/project/experiments" will be replicated in a third file system replicaFileSystem.
Namespace Manager (NSM)
NSM is responsible for resolving user requests from grid filename namespace (i.e., virtual directory tree) to the real filename namespace on distributed storage systems.
NSM implements some of the concepts of the Resource Namespace Service (RNS), a specification of the Grid File System working group of the Global Grid Forum [15] . RNS is proposed to provide a naming mechanism to link existing data sources. RNS describes a three-tier naming architecture that consists of human interface names, logical reference names, and end-point references. Mapping from a human readable name to an actual data location can be realized in two levels of indirection. The first level is mapping human interface names directly to end-point references. The second level is realized by mapping human interface names to logical reference names (that may not be very readable by humans), which in turn map to end-point references.
NSM applies the first level of indirection of RNS for the namespace management. The mapping between grid namespace and namespace on remote file systems is initialized at the runtime and is specified using a configuration file written in XML as shown in the following example. <filesystem> <protocol>gridftp</protocol> <address>cactus.mas.ecp.fr</address> <port>2811</port> <home>/grid/export</home> <vpath>/project/experiments</vpath> </filesystem> <filesystem> <protocol>ftp</protocol> <address>tulip.mas.ecp.fr</address> 162 Autonomic data management system in grid environment <port>21</port> <username>gridspace</username> <password>gridspace</password> <home>/pub/raw_data</home> <vpath>/project/results</vpath> </filesystem> Fig. 2 shows an example of namespace of grid file system and its mapping to physical data locations on remote file systems. In this example, the export directory on server cactus is mounted to the experiments directory of virtual grid file system. The files under the experiments directory (e.g., job1 and job2) are assumed to be under the corresponding physical directory. The resolution of experiments and results directory's content is only performed at the runtime.
Data Request Broker (DRB)
Access Manager. Generally, the execution time of access operations (e.g., directory creation, file rename) is short (in the order of milliseconds), so the access manager is designed to execute access operations synchronously. The access manager translates access requests of GFS into specific protocol supported by the remote file system and accomplishes it by interacting with the WFSI. Finally, it returns the result of execution to GFS.
Transfer Manager. Transfer requests need to be treated differently from access requests, since transfer requests generally have long execution time and they can fail for a variety of reasons at anytime during the execution. They need to be monitored and rescheduled for restart in case of failure. Hence, the transfer manager is designed to execute transfer requests asynchronously. The transfer Virtual manager performs the actual movement of files from one remote file system to the other. In case of transfer failure due to dropped connections, machine reboots or temporary network outages, the transfer manager will restart the transfers at another time in order to assure the successful completion of transfers.
The transfer manager consults NSM about information required for performing file transfers (e.g., source and destination address, file name). The transfer manager utilizes the simple "the first-come, first-served" strategy to manage transfer requests in its queue FileActionQueue. It initiates automatically thirdparty transfers between remote file systems that support the same protocol. In another case, two consecutive connections are opened for pipelined transfers, the first one performs the transfer from the source file system to the local disk cache of GRAVY, and the second one performs the transfer from the local disk cache of GRAVY to the destination file system. The transfer manager has a "retry and restart" mechanism, which shields user applications from any kind of network and software failures, unavailability of servers. The algorithm 4.1 is used for failure recovery. It retries and restarts the failing data transfers in a given number of times maxTransferFailureCountBeforeCancel before returning a failure. connect to the servers in order to retry the transfers 8:
if connection is etablished then 9:
get transfer f from the FileActionQueue 10:
set its status to Running and restart it from the point of interruption 11:
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Wrapper File System Interface (WFSI)
In practice, the problem of interoperability between file systems is challenging as it requires the development of dedicated connectors whenever a file system supported new protocol is integrated to the Grid (Fig. 3a) . In GRAVY framework, the integration of new protocol is simplified by the wrapper file system interface (WFSI), which plays the role of a bridge between GRAVY and remote file systems (Fig. 3b) . WFSI is in charge of authenticating to remote file systems and managing connections between GRAVY and remote file systems. WFSI is composed of the following interfaces:
• RemoteFile: contains information of file object on the remote file system (e.g., name, size, latest modified time, control permission).
• RemoteFileSystemDriver: contains information of remote file system (e.g., supported protocol name, protocol port number, file system's address) and returns a RemoteFileSystemConnection's instance for core layer to interact to remote file system. • RemoteFileSystemConnection: contains control methods (e.g., open, close, ping) of the GRAVY's connection to remote file system and implements access operations to files which reside on that remote file system (e.g., creating a new directory, listing the files presents in a directory, deleting files and directories).
• FileTransfer: contains monitoring methods (e.g., getStatus, getByteTransfer) for file transfers and implements transfer operations in a specific protocol. 
GRAVY

New protocol GridFTP
Wrapper interfaces
In the current version of GRAVY, besides the implementation of WFSI for local file system, we have utilized client-side libraries provided in GT4 [14] to implement WFSI for FTP and GridFTP protocol, and JSch [16] for SSH protocol.
Security
Achieving a solution to establish the confidence across different protocols is difficult since each protocol has its own authentication mechanism and it enforces its own access control policy. We develop our own security packages based on the Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI) provided by Globus [17] , which is utilized for authentication in GridFTP protocol. GSI avoids a centrallymanaged security system and supports single sign-on for users of the Grid. In the whole system, there is a Certificate Authority (CA) signing certificates for users. With their own certificates, users can generate proxy certificate for authenticating to different administrative domain. For FTP protocol, authentication is performed through anonymous access. For SSH/SCP, we utilize password-less RSA/DSA public key authentication so it does not have the password typing overhead.
GRAVY FRAMEWORK IN GRID ENVIRONMENT 5.1. Interaction with Heterogeneous Resources
We consider a simple use case when a user wishes to access files in two different file servers (cactus and tulip) as shown in right part of Fig. 2 . Firstly, he/she can choose his/her preferred protocol to connect to GRAVY. In this use case, we suppose he/she utilizes local access to communicate with GRAVY. After he/she obtains a reference of root GridFile object: root, he/she can perform a root.listFile() operation to get the list of directories: project and virtual. It should be noticed that these directories are completely virtual, there are no physical locations corresponding to these directories. project.listFile() will list child virtual directories: experiments and results. Since the experiments directory is mapped to a physical data location on cactus server, experiments.listFile() operation will ask the access manager to connect to cactus server in GridFTP protocol and to convert the virtual path "/project/experiments" to physical path "/grid/export" to obtain the list of children of that path: job1 and job2. In this simple use case, the advantage is the simplicity: users can use any protocol client to communicate with GRAVY framework and data interaction on underlying heterogeneous file systems (e.g., cactus and tulip) is completely transparent to users.
Handling File Transfers for Grid Jobs
We illustrate in this section how the GRAVY framework might be utilized for handling file transfers for grid jobs. The Fig. 4 depicts a typical example of using GRAVY in a grid scenario with all major events labeled with the sequence numbers.
Suppose a user wants to submit a job that utilizes input files on his/her computer. In the step 1, the user submits jobs to a high-level scheduler via a web-portal. For step 2, after considering the current resource availability of the Grid, the scheduler assigns a site X to run user's jobs. All the job-arguments (e.g., stage-in files) need to be transferred to this site before the job begins to run. In step 3 and 4, GRAVY orchestrates two data connections for staging files, one from user's computer to GRAVY in HTTPS protocol and one from GRAVY to the execution site in GridFTP protocol. GRAVY notifies transfer status to the scheduler. As the input files are available on the site X, the scheduler begins the execution of the jobs. When the jobs finish, any files that are created or modified by the job will be sent to site Y. Finally, GRAVY launches a GridFTP third-party transfer for moving output files to the site Y in step 5. As the transfer is completed, the scheduler informs the user that his/her jobs are successfully 
Site Y Site X
User home
Execution site finished and the output files are now available on the site Y. Then, the user can ask GRAVY to move the output files to his/her computer or utilizes them as input for another computation.
This use case shows the advantages of using GRAVY in handling file transfers for grid jobs. Firstly, a job with staging files can be separated into transfer jobs and computational jobs. In that way, transfer jobs can be queued, scheduled, monitored and managed asynchronously from computational jobs. Secondly, GRAVY allows user's filesystem view to be the same regardless of the file locations. This feature enables transparent grid file access for any middleware (i.e., applications, schedulers) that utilizes GRAVY.
EVALUATION
We have developed a prototype of GRAVY framework on Java 5.0. So, our prototype runs on any platform that supports the JVM 5.0. This section evaluates the performance of this prototype. The experiments have been carried out on four Pentium 4 3.2 GHz machines with 512 MB of RAM, each running Linux with kernel 2.6.x. They are directly connected to 100 Mbps network adapter. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5 . GRAVY is deployed on the CACTUS site, the site MAS2 hosts a ProFTP server 1.3.0, the site MAS9 and TULIP host a GT4 GridFTP server 2.5. In order to have the properties of wide area networks, we emulate 80ms delay with 0.3% packet loss links using the netem facility, which is available as part of the tc tools.
Firstly, we perform a series of data transfers to test the GRAVY's feature of supporting multiple protocols and automatic failure recovery. Secondly, in order to evaluate the performance of our prototype, we perform data transfers using tuning parameters and then utilize the modified Andrew benchmark [18] that is the well-known benchmark to test the performance of a distributed file system. The benchmark consists of five phases: (i) create directories, (ii) copy files into the directories, (iii) list file attributes, (iv) scan the files and (v) compile the files.
Interoperability and Failure Recovery
Two party transfers. We submit to GRAVY 10 file transfer requests, which consist of transferring around 6 GB (10 files of 550 MB each) between MAS2 and MAS9. Since there is no way to transfer directly data across two different protocols (i.e., FTP vs GridFTP), a data pipeline need to be built between MAS2 and MAS9 in order to perform the data transfers between these two storage systems.
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Autonomic data management system in grid environment GRAVY builds a data pipeline from MAS2 to CACTUS and from CACTUS to MAS9 for data transfers using its local buffer. During the data transfers, there is a network problem, which disconnects the site CACTUS where GRAVY is running and the other sites. Then, we kill intentionally the FTP server running at MAS2 and GridFTP server running at MAS9 and restart them after around 10mn. GRAVY can detect these problems (i.e., unavailability of servers, network failures) and resume automatically the transfers from the point where they let off rather than start from scratch. Fig. 6(a) shows problems occurring during the course of the transfers.
Third party transfers. We submit to GRAVY another 10 file transfer requests, which represent total 6 GB (10 files of 550 MB each) to be transferred from TULIP to MAS9. The fact that there are GridFTP server running on both TULIP and MAS9 enables GRAVY to utilize third-party GridFTP transfers for this data movement. In this test, we produce also several problems (i.e., unavailability of servers, network failures) intentionally during the transfers in order to test the restart capability of thirdparty transfers. Fig. 6(b) shows problems occurring during the course of the GridFTP third-party transfers. This experiment shows that GRAVY can build data-pipelines between heterogeneous storage systems and therefore, provides interoperability between them. Moreover, data transfers are guaranteed to complete successfully despite several failures (e.g., network outages, unavailability of servers) during the transfers without any human interaction. GRAVY provides methods for controlling the transfer process and monitoring the transfer status.
Performance 6.2.1. Optimizing transfer performance by tuning parameters
In this experiment, we send another transfer request to GRAVY, which consists of transferring a 1GB file from TULIP to MAS9 using GridFTP third-party functionality. GridFTP has the following features for optimizing transfers. First, multiple TCP streams can be established in parallel to achieve high throughput and have less of a penalty for a congestion event. Second, the TCP buffer size can be negotiated based on bandwidth-delay-product [19] between GridFTP server and client in order to obtain optimal transfer performance. Data transfers are performed in both settings: without changing any of the default parameters and with tuning features. Table 1 shows default network parameters and tuning parameters configured for the transfers.
The Fig. 7 shows that the transfer performance is significantly improved with the tuning settings. We achieve better performance of almost 6 times compared to transfers with default settings when parallel TCP stream number ranges from 8 to 12. The optimal throughput achieved is 1.1Mbps. Beyond this optimal parallel TCP stream number, performance tends to decrease due to consequent increase in packet loss. The averaged value of throughput in single stream is about 200Kbps.
Andrew benchmark results
We utilize the modified Andrew benchmark to compare GRAVY's performance to the one of NFS v3. For the NFS measurements, we run the benchmark on a NFS client accessing a single NFS server. For the GRAVY measurements, we implemented a Java program that performs a pattern of file system accesses equivalent to the one of the Andrew benchmark because the current prototype implementation of GRAVY only provides Java interfaces to the file system. We repeat the execution of our Andrew-like Java program on GRAVY with three different configurations. Concretely, the directory on which we run the benchmark is mounted to a different remote file system for each configuration. The remote file system is accessible in GridFTP, FTP and SSH protocol respectively. Files utilized during phase 5 are transferred to local directory before the compilation begins. The directory that we utilize as input to the benchmark contains 15 directories and 788 C sources and headers files for a total size of 984KBs. Fig. 8 shows the results of running the Andrew benchmark on NFS and GRAVY. Generally, NFS shows better performance except in phase 3 where GRAVY performs particularly well in FTP and SSH. The benchmark results on GRAVY have a high variance for each configuration. We achieve better performance with SSH configuration, followed by FTP and GridFTP
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Autonomic data management system in grid environment Figure 7 . Effects of parallel TCP stream number on performance speedup when latency is fixed at 80ms. configuration respectively. In phases 1, the performance of GRAVY is nearly identical to the NFS. In phase 2 and phase 4, we notice that GRAVY presents high overhead when they execute operations like copying and scanning files. This can be explained by the time GRAVY needs for security processing and resolution between logical names and physical data locations. In the compilation phase, all file systems achieve a very similar performance because the performance of this phase is primarily limited by the speed of the CPU.
RELATED WORK
The continual increasing requirement for sharing data in wide-scale scientific applications has lead to the development of multiple file systems, data access facilities and middlewares in grid environments in recent years. We reference below some of these solutions.
Based on the basic Globus services [10] , the DataGrid [20] is a large and complex project that defines a layered architecture of service components for transferring large datasets in heterogeneous environment. This architecture is similar to ours in the sense that both try to separate the physical location of data from its logical view, which is called metadata. GT4 [14] provides a number of components for data management. These components fall into two basic categories: data movement, which is composed of GridFTP tools and Reliable File Transfer (RFT) service, and data replication, which consists of Replica Location Service (RLS). An important related component, OGSA-DAI [21] , provides data access and integration capabilities to data resources, such as databases, within a WebService-based framework.
Within the EGEE project [22] , the data management system (DMS) [23] is composed of several components. The first is storage elements (SEs) which are the real element doing the storage of files. In the framework of the DMS, files are available through two namespaces: logical (Logical File Name -LFN) and physical (Storage File Name -SFN). The DMS is responsible for mapping an LFN to one or more SFNs. Other components of DMS are data catalogs that offer access to file replicas using LFN and data scheduler, which assures the availability of data at the chosen site for computation.
The Gfarm v2 [24] is a global virtual file system for a cluster or Grid that federates multiple file systems. It can scale up to more than ten thousand clients and file system nodes and is designed for parallel processing and scalable I/O bandwidth.
The Punch Virtual File System (PVFS) [25] allows standard NFS clients to connect to standard NFS servers by using NFS-forwarding proxies. PVFS enables a client executing on a computer server to access files stored within another security domain. However, it only supports NFS systems and is difficult to extend.
In [26] , Garca-Carballeira et al. decribe a global and parallel system for grids. This file system, which utilizes the RNS specification [15] for offering a global namespace in the Grid, provides a generic distributed partition on various remote GridFTP servers.
A standardization effort of the Global Grid Forum Grid File System working group (GFS-WG) [27] is to provide a service oriented architecture for a Grid File System (GFS) [28] that provides standard interfaces to facilitate the federation and sharing of virtualised data. It should be noted that GFS is a specification, not an implementation.
CONCLUSION
We have introduced GRAVY, a framework for data management in the Grid. Concretely, GRAVY enables the interoperability between heterogeneous file systems in the Grid. We have pointed out the current challenges for the data ac-cess in the Grid and how GRAVY framework can provide solutions to them. GRAVY framework integrates underlying heterogeneous file systems into a unified location-transparent file system of the Grid. This virtual file system provides to applications and users a uniform global view and a uniform access through standards APIs and interfaces.
Since GRAVY is at the user-level and is overlayed on top of existing systems, it could be easily deployed on Grid nodes and integrated with a highlevel job scheduler, if needed, for handling data transfer between heterogeneous file systems for grid jobs. GRAVY supports multi-protocol and can be extended easily.
With two use cases, we have shown the contributions of GRAVY in solving data management problems in grid environment. Our approach is validated by a prototype implemented in Java. This prototype shows that the way users access data is simplified and that data transfers between heterogeneous file systems can be automated. This feature allows GRAVY to integrate with highlevel scheduler for handling data transfer jobs.
